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Kings Park Australia Day Open Champions

Remi Young & Hannah Slyth
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That is two major tournament victories in a row for both Remi and ... congratulations to you

both.  In December they both won the WA Closed event.

Hannah Slyth

Young posted a fine semi final victory winning 11-6, 14-12, 2-11, 6-11, 11-8 (48m).  It is a break

through but never underestimate the Moose.  Mike Corren doesn’t like losing and will bounce back with a

vengeance!  If Remi does it again then we may have a changing of the guard.

Remi Young

It is always pleasing to see a new event on the Tournament calendar and one just hopes it is well supported

and becomes a regular annual event.  The was a huge success and

hopefully, will become the first tournament of the year from here on in.

2024 Kings Park Australia Day Open

Is there a changing of the guard?  The “Moose” has been beaten in the Kings Park Australia Day Open!!!

PSA PLAYER: TM: HWR:

Mike Corren 227 38

Oscar Curtis - 250

Remi Young 290 281

David Ilich 562 210

Dylan Classen - 630

Erin Classen 143 130

Pascale Louka 175 156



The trial Junior Talent Squad ran exceptionally well in 2023, so to compliment the Junior Development
Pathway, and to help Clubs get to know all the juniors in their respective zone, 2024 will see the
introduction of Zone Squads.  Squads on the Junior Development Pathway are by invitation only, so Squash
WA Head Coach Tim Cowell, Junior Coordinators, and Club Development Squad Coaches will be nominating
juniors for selection.

Lastly, I'd like to strongly urge anyone who hasn't visited the Squash WA website recently to have a look.
You can register for any event or competition, find out who your Club contacts are, read the Pennant By-
laws, see what we offer schools, learn the basics of the sport, start your coaching journey, and much MUCH
more.

Squash WA has a new Masters Sub-committee, who will be promoting Masters squash for all those aged
35+, in as many competitions as possible.  The myth or misconception that to play as a Master means you
are 50+, is simply not the case.  We need more players in their 30s and 40s to bite the bullet and have a red
hot go (especially for those who prefer not to play the youngsters).  We are working with Clubs to include
Masters divisions in their tournaments and are including such in every Squash WA-run event.

Speaking of Masters, for the first time in a while, Squash WA will be running the State Masters event in July.
We would encourage anyone over the age of 35 years to enter.  The age groups are 35-39, 40-44, 45-50,
and so on.

WA continues to lead the charge in the rollout of MySquashAUS (revo). We
recognise that learning a new system is no mean feat, so we are so grateful to
everyone for working with us. While creases continue to be ironed out, please
don't hesitate to contact the office if you get stuck. We are here to support you.

With the WA Open International PSA-C6 AND Australian National Championships both on the horizon, we
are going to need a lot of volunteer support to pull this off.  We are expecting the top players from around
Australia to make the trip, and are confident there will be plenty from Malaysia, Singapore, China, and the
likes.  Whether your contribution will be small or large, please let us know if you can spare some time to
help make sure visitors go home raving about how spectacular the two events, and our beautiful city, are!

2024 has started off with a bang (pardon the pun) with the Kings Park Australia
Day Open. With a rooftop pool and variety of other top notch facilities, those who
stayed back on Friday night had the best seats in the house for the sky show.  The
tournament was well supported by the squash community and ran very smoothly.
We look forward to the 2025 Kings Park Australia Day Open!

BEHIND THE SCENES with Leigh Kaye 3
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5RED HOT SUMMER TEAM CHALLENGE



6Kings Park Australia Day Open

EVENT Winner Runner Up Third

Mens Open Remi Young Arthur Law David Ilich

Mens Div 1 David Bayens Steven Jones Craig Jones

Mens Div 2 Amos Bruce Kai Koh Alexander Marsh

Mens Div 3 Roger Schmidlin Brandon Kitt Brendan Scott

Mens Div 4 Pritam Turtle Dennis Heathcote Robert Stone

Mens Div 5 Charlie Richardson Onnie Biswas Stephen Connolly

Masters Div 1 Fawer Ocampo Steven Jones Domi Diaz

Masters Div 2 Richard Clarke Nick Scata Jamie Dougal

Masters Div 3 Qazi Farooq Ray Villarroya John De Roach

Ladies Open Hannah Slyth Clare Slyth Isla Harris

Ladies Div 1 Jessica Jellis Teagan Scott Paige Jones

Masters Div 1 Michelle Hodge Prue O'Neill Katy Scott

Masters Div 2 Melanie Hackett Kim Duffecy Christine Reston

Junior Novice Leonard Bruce Ashar Farooq Holly Bourn

Kings Park Australia Day Open : Royal Kings Park 26-27 January 2024

For those of you who didn't manage to make it to the opening ceremony, this is a squash site of very special
historical significance.  It is the home of the prestigious women's only event, 'The Silver Bowl', which had not
been played there for 25 years.  Squash was first played on this site in Kings Park in 1965 before The Silver
Bowl women's amateur championship commenced in 1969.  In 1998 and 1999, the final years, the trophy
was won by world #1s Sarah Fitzgerald and Michelle Martin respectively.

If you haven't experienced Next Generation before, do yourself a favour and come take a look … it is
undoubtedly Western Australia's most prestigious, luxurious, and best resourced, multisport facility.  A VERY
BIG thank you goes to Etienne Ferreira, the esteemed General Manager, who very generously agreed to
make this tournament happen!  Etienne is a big supporter of squash, and we are very grateful to him for his
support.

The Honourable Lord Mayor Basil Zempilas sent his apologies for not being able to attend in person, instead
sending a congratulatory video and photo, along with his best wishes for all in the tournament.

All the players especially appreciated the world class standard of Next Gen's five glass back squash courts
with sprung floors and fully airconditioned - a luxury appreciated by all.  With 14 divisions, including a Novice
Junior event, two Ladies Masters divisions, three Men's Masters divisions, one Ladies division, five Men's
divisions, and Ladies and Men's Opens, the squash was fiercely competitive with players displaying mostly
outstanding sportsmanship behaviour both on and off the court.

Thanks Cindy Parsley.

It was an outstanding success and a credit to the organisers. A very special acknowledgement goes to Paul

Stephan, who had the dream!  Paul then worked tirelessly and selflessly to ensure it became a reality,

ensuring that players and their families were not only able to enjoy their squash, but do so in a comfortable

and relaxed resort-like environment over two days.

A very exciting addition to the Squash WA tournament calendar arrived with the introduction of the

inaugural 2024 Australia Day Open at the Next Generation Health and Lifestyle Club in Royal Kings Park,

hosted by Subi Kings Squash Club.



7Kings Park Australia Day Open

The depth of competition was exciting and explosive in the Men's Open, with the semi-finals being akin to
the standard we are used to seeing in a final.  A very big congratulations to Remi Young for his BIG wins over
the weekend!  He took out number one seed Mike Corren in a gruelling and nail biting five-setter, then
backed that up a couple of hours later with a win over Arthur Law who recently relocated from Hong Kong.
A big welcome to WA for him!!

A big thank you to Leigh Kaye (Squash WA GM) for her kind address, and both Greg Blycha (Squash Australia
Board member) and Dean Williams (squash legend) who kindly agreed to present the awards for the
presentation ceremony.

We'd like to make a special mention of the Australian Silver Medallist Award, awarded to the “player of the
tournament” for being the most significant contributor to the joy and positive spirit for all.  A very worthy
recipient attained this honour - Lockie Jamieson.  Well Done!!!

Once again Tournament Director Kane Fasolo did an exemplary job in seeing the smooth running of all
matches throughout the weekend.  Our Officials Neil Butler and Luke Jamieson, who not only give generously
of their time, but often have the unenviable task of making those tough calls in tight situations!  Thank you
ALL for your amazing work over the weekend.

The Ladies Open saw the mother-daughter combo, Hannah and Clare Slyth meet in the final.  After a very
closely contested first game, just slipping into Hannah's hands, she managed to defeat her mother, Clare.

We can't wait for 2025, where a few more surprises will await this special tournament event!

Another very big thank you to our sponsors, without whom the tournament would not exist.  Please show
them your support and gratitude.

Our Sponsors
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Mens Open Ladies Open

Mens Masters Div 1 Ladies Div 1

Mens Masters Div 2 Ladies Masters Div 1

Mens Masters Div 3 Ladies Masters Div 2



9Kings Park Australia Day Open

Mens Div 1 Mens Div 2

Mens Div 3 Mens Div 4

Mens Div 5 Junior Novice

Player of the tournament Thank you Referees



Take YOUR Squash to the Next Level 10

Image links to:
https://squashwa.asn.au/current-wa-coaches/

Find YOUR PERFECT FIT on the Squash WA

website here:

Are you thinking about taking your squash to

the next level? Why not try some one-on-one

training with a qualified, experienced coach!



11JUNIOR TALENT CAMP

Thanks Tim Cowell Our annual January camp took place on Wednesday 24 and Thursday 25 January 2024
on a slightly smaller scale this year.  Still, it was a chance to work with some of our emerging talent over
two days and put them through their paces through a number of routines and testing.

Being quite a young group, we spoke about our shot minimum standards, things to look for and try in
condition games, and tested out their court awareness.  Some of them showed off some fancy footwork on
the agility ladders, whilst a few might have a bit of practice to do at home when it comes to their skipping
ability!

Recently accredited Level 1 Coach and Sports Science student Eric Gray oversaw the physical testing, whilst
champion player (and person!) Pascale Louka was on hand on the Thursday to share some wisdom with the
players.

Thanks to all the parents (and grandparents) for dropping the kids off, Serena for her work behind the
scenes with admin in the lead up and food preparation on the days, and to our sponsor Fuel to Go & Play.
The Talent Squad program will now kick into gear as we work towards the AJCs in September.

Clinics are a great way to engage the kids during the school holidays.  If your club/centre is interested in
hosting one but not sure where to start or what to do, get in contact with me or
Serena for some ideas of how to run one, what to do, and who to target.

hp@squashwa.asn.au
engagement@squashwa.asn.au
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Post Tournament

The SWAN allows you to do all these

things at no cost.  In all seriousness you

can put something together in less

than 30 min.  The SWAN looks to

promote, recognise and thank people

for contributing to our sport.

However, recognising the winners and

thanking the sponsors & volunteers to

the wider squash community via the

SWAN and the Squash WA website has

many benefits.

You have just run a very successful

tournament.  The finals have been

won, the prizes handed out and the

sponsors & volunteers thanked.  Well

done ... you have done a GREAT job.

Players read the recognition and

appreciation you have for them -

playing and contributing to the overall

success of the event.  They are likely to

return.  You never know one of those

players may be in a position to

influence a potential sponsor.

Volunteers love a little gratitude.  So

many give of their time freely and all it

takes is to recognise and thank them.

They won’t hesitate to help out again

next year if they know they are very

much appreciated.

Sponsors love all the coverage they can

get and it costs you nothing to thank

them in other ways like publishing a

story in the SWAN.  Always ensure

their high quality logo is displayed

where ever possible.  Give them every

incentive to sponsor you again next

year.  Never take their support for

granted.



PROUDLY PRESENTS THE

2024 MARMION JUNIOR CLASSIC
Abilities Based Junior Tournament

Includes Novice Event Saturday morning

PLUS “Classic Cup Doubles”

(Saturday afternoon after the individuals)

9th MARCH 2024

18 Garino Rise, Wangara

Enter via Sporty HQ

ENTRIES CLOSE 8:00pm TUESDAY 5th MARCH 2024

No late entries will be accepted

Tournament Director: Sue Cowell

Enquiries: Sue Cowell on 0416 082 778 or sjcowell@hotmail.com

RFACT Y

S U HSA



14SCOTTISH & BRITISH JUNIOR OPENS

2023 JC Lindsay Scottish Junior Open

2023 Scottish Junior Open & 2024 British Junior Open

Thursday 28 - Saturday 30 December 2023 and
Wednesday 3 January - Sunday 7 January 2024

Belmont Saints' Daniel Marsh and Esperance's Aiden
Finlay-Mulligan made their way over to the United
Kingdom just after Christmas to compete in the 2024
British Junior Open, with Daniel arriving a little earlier
to compete in the 2023 Scottish Junior Open!

Taking place in Edinburgh, the Scottish Junior Open
saw Daniel Marsh pushing through the qualifying
round, taking down Papua New Guinea's Josh Porter
in three (11-4 11-8 11-5).

Aiden found himself in a 64-person elimination draw in the boys under 17 division, up against England's
Dylan Smithson in the first round. Although missing out on the win in four (11-8, 6-11, 4-11, 6-11), he made
his comeback the next day against Wales' Louis Stephens, getting up in three (11-5, 11-8 11-8).

While still only 17 years of age, young Daniel Marsh is the 2023 Scottish Junior Open BU19 plate WINNER -
what a phenomenal achievement!!

For all results visit the European Squash Federation event page here:
https://esf.tournamentsoftware.com/sport/draws.aspx?id=75E30053-90CD-4B1F-A15B-C74B1B4C768D

After a loss on Thursday to Pakistan's Muhammad Umair Arif in three close games (7-11, 9-11, 10-12),
Aiden fought an incredible battle against England's Harry Parkinson on Friday, coming out on top (12-14,
13-11, 11-5, 11-6).  Aiden's final match of the event was another four-setter against Salem Almwled.  The
young Saudi Arabian proved too strong in the end, despite Aiden grabbing a convincing win in the third (7-
11, 7-11, 11-4, 11-13).

Daniel's first round match was an epic battle against
3/4 seed Scottish Kyle Penman. It was SO close, but
Daniel went down in four (6-11, 6-11, 11-9, 10-12) in
the end.

In the running for the boys under 19 plate, Daniel then
took out Pakistan's Abubakar Rana in three (11-0, 11-
4, 3-0/retired).  In the semi-finals Daniel was
victorious against Scotland's Dylan Pearman in a fairly
convincing three-setter (11-4, 11-3, 11-7).  Another
Scot, Sam Shannon, had a crack at Daniel in the plate
final but just couldn't quite match up.

A total of 20 Aussie superstars competed against the best in the world in the 2024 British Junior Open in
Birmingham, UK.  Outside of the World Junior Championships, the British Junior Open is regarded by most
as one of the most prestigious junior events across the globe with a history spanning decades.

2024 British Junior Open
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Meanwhile, Daniel played in a 128-person Monrad draw in the boys under 19 division, up against Devon Li
[33/64] in the first round.  It was a tough loss against the Canadian (8-11, 5-11, 8-11), but Daniel came back
to take down England's Oscar Lambert in three (11-3, 11-3, 11-2) - no messing about.  He backed it up with
another solid win against England's Thomas Hill (11-3, 11-8, 11-2), and then Harry Green (11-7, 11-4, 11-9).

· GU11 Abbey Boswell QLD [17/32]

· GU17 Amelie Guziak VIC [17/32], Joanne Joseph VIC, Soha Khatri SA and Sarbani Maitra QLD

· BU13 Thomas Wang NSW [17/32]

· BU19 Daniel Marsh WA, Harry Burgess ACT, Connor Hayes VIC [33/64], Andre Lynn VIC [33/64] and
Deeptangsu Maitra QLD

· GU13 Elizabeth Wang NSW [5/8]

· BU17 Aiden Finlay-Mulligan WA [33/64], Ashank Gupta TAS [33/64], Darcy Hayes VIC [33/64]

· BU15 James Boswell QLD [33/64], Connor Haberecht VIC [33/64], Ketan Porwal VIC [33/64], Kieran
Willathgamuwa NSW and Marcus Wang NSW [33/64]

All the Aussie Players

Daniel fought hard in a tight five-setter against England's Ethan Duncan, going down in the fifth (11-9, 8-
11, 11-6, 8-11, 9-11).  Despite his next opponent England's Jake Sim-Baskar having the lead 2-1, Sim-Baskar
was unable to finish the match due to a shoe malfunction (12-10, 8-11, 6-11, 0-3).

For all the results, visit the European Squash Federation event page here:
https://esf.tournamentsoftware.com/sport/draws.aspx?id=71585A4E-48AE-480B-83E1-DA8136BAFD28

Yep - that is INDEED Paul Coll and Nele Gilis With my Dad Brendan and Rob Owen

SCOTTISH & BRITISH JUNIOR OPENS

Upon his return, Daniel shared, “It was the first time for me in the cold, and in the United
Kingdom, but it was time well spent as I got to experience a different level and a different way
of how the game is played. In the SJO, I finished winning the Plate, after losing the first round to
the winner in a four-game 60-minute battle. In the BJO I finished joint plate as the final match
wasn't played out. It was a really valuable experience; I made Yep - that is INDEED Paul Coll and
Nele Gilis new friends, and new connections on the other side of the world. This trip definitely
wouldn't have been possible without the huge support from home, and the Western Australian
squash community for supporting this trip. Huge thanks to my family, for their continuous and
huge amount of effort they with dad Brendan and one of the best coaches in the world - Rob
Owen put into making this trip happen. My coach Wayne, for putting in many on and off court
hours, and for setting me up with one of the best coaches in the world, Rob Owen, for a few
days. Lastly, thank you to my sponsors for their continuous support: HEAD Squash, Belmont
Saints Squash Club, Cheeky Monkey Squash, Gripstar Socks, Yonex and WASA.”

Win or lose, we are all so very proud of Aiden and Daniel, and all the hard work they've put in to get to where they are -

travelling the globe, competing at the very highest junior level.  We hope they're as proud of themselves as we are, and

can't wait to see what they do next!!



16Volunteer of the MONTH



172023 Junior State Team Major Sponsor

Thank you for your wonderful support!

National Travel ( .https://www.national-travel.com.au/)





So, for everyone looking at the calendar this year thinking 'what events do I really want to play?', maybe a
quick break down in terms of priority is in order.  This isn't just for juniors, this could be everyone.

Priority 2 - The close seconds - also really important ones.  These might be a bit closer to home so you can
play a few more of them, or maybe there are a couple more regional events you want to get to.  Again, you
will do what you can to get there.

Thanks Tim Cowell Happy New Year! Hopefully everyone is recharged and ready
to go for a massive year ahead.  There are events galore this year so a little bit of
planning might be needed.

Short term - the lesson plan. I will operate on complete opposite ends here.  For Development Squad and
Talent Squad sessions, the plan is written out with timings, progressions, special notes and the fitness
aspect for that week.  Each of those lessons fit into a particular 'block' or focus, depending on the time of
year and how far out we are from a particular competition.  Lighter weeks also need to be factored in to
stay on top of fatigue levels.

Planning - this is an important process in the role of the coach.  On the smallest
scale, planning is the lesson plan, the junior session, the club hit, what you are
hoping to achieve in that 45 minutes to two hours.

The opposite to this would be private lessons; someone brand new or a player you've been working with
regular but has something left field they want to work on.  So, during the warm up its quick thinking for
where to start first and then progress it from there.

Here is where this is leading to: roughly 10 years ago now, I took a tour group to Europe for two
tournaments, and a training camp in Sweden.  At first you look at the price of the trip and think ,
that's a lot of money for a squash trip.  But when broken down into the number of matches they got, it was
'better dollars spent' per match, than going to the Australian Junior Open that year.  Plus, they played
different players and got the chance to watch some of the best in the world for their age groups.
Experience is .

woah

golden

The next sentence needs to be carefully read and not taken out of context here.  Sometimes rankings aren't
quite the true reflection of ability.  When it comes to selection criteria, they certainly play a big role, but
don't discount match ups because results speak for themselves.

Priority 1 - The peak - the favourites.  It could be the one you really want to perform well in or a favourite
place to go that you just can't miss.  For juniors this might be the State Junior Champs or AJC.  For others it
could be the Esperance Open if it's a favourite, or perhaps Broome if you manage to snap up an invite.
Country Week will no doubt feature quite high for regional players.

Picking the right events to get to as well, because let's face it, some tournaments can add up if travel and
days off work are required.  Junior families in the past have potentially been seduced by ranking points and
are prepared to fly all over to get the best ranking.

Priority 3 - Nothing against these events, if you can play, great, but if there is something else on, you might
not make this tournament.  And to be honest, it's okay for tournaments to appeal to different standards.
Bronze junior events are targeted at the top players in their age group, so it's no stress if they miss a

The next step up is the months ahead; some coaches may refer to it as the next
block of training.  Then you look at the long term one year + in terms of how you
prepare a player for major events or what they might be capable of with more physical maturity.

COACHES CORNER with Tim Cowell 19



COACHES CORNER with Tim Cowell 20

couple.

The final consideration is loading.  For me personally, a few niggles have really
tested loading over the past year but I'm hopefully getting on top of a foot
problem which has plagued me on and off for close to 12 months.

Anyway, good luck to everyone in 2024.  Hopefully I'll soon be on court playing as well!

Years ago when trying to return to tournaments with my infamous knee injury, I
found that I couldn't play tournaments over consecutive weekends, so if there
were two back to back, I'd have to make a choice.  If this is you, that's okay.
Maybe alternate the events each year so that you get to play something different.

Click here to view the smorgasbord of 2024 events: https://squashwa.asn.au/events/





L1 COACHES COURSE 22

We had 11 candidates, including 2 country players from Bunbury and Busselton.  We had a great mix of
junior and senior players.

On Sunday morning, we summarised shots again then spent the rest of the day writing session plans and
delivering a lesson for assessment.  This puts many candidates out of their comfort zones, however, they all
put in a great effort to ensure the best outcome.

It is so encouraging to see these candidates wanting to give something back to our sport.  Clubs need
volunteers for their grass roots programs and this course is a great way to help them.

It is a massive learning curve going from player to coaching.  Overall, I think the candidates gained a lot of
coaching knowledge.

Saturday was a busy day learning the WSF Coaching Tools and shot production.  With each course, we ask
those acting as students to play with their non-dominant hands, using these tools saw quick improvements
and a lot of laughs were had.

Thank you to everyone involved in the preparation and running of this course.

The first WSF Level 1 Coaching course for 2024 was held at Squash WA HQ in Belmont on 20 and 21
January.  I was fortunate enough to have Paul Kershaw, Dean Kidd (NT) and Tim Cowell assisting me on this
course.

Thanks Sue Hillier



JUNIOR RANKINGS

NATIONALSTATE

31 January 2024

Top 5

JUNIOR RANKINGS 23

U11 Boys U11 Girls U11 Boys U11 Girls

William Mennell Michaela Sanyangore 1 Benjamin Boardman Abbey Boswell

Leonard Bruce Miranda Clarke 2 Aleister Loo Meriam Ibrahim

Theodore White Lillian Gallemore 3 Jenson Ooi Preesha Dev

Jasper Tapley Eleanor Jones 4 Grayson Coleman Norah Fox

Timothy Hawkins 5 Bodhi Wratten Millie Goldsmith

U13 Boys U13 Girls U13 Boys U13 Girls

Charlie Richardson Teagan Scott 1 Thomas Wang Timonaliz Alarcos Kriebisch

Lucas Curry Olivia Hibbs 2 James Sanders Cleo Poulava

Leo Van Straaten Ella Clarke 3 Charlie Richardson Gizele Josifoski

Kaelan Penn Olivia Lynch 4 Nathaniel Middleton Jaida Wigley

Charlie Tear Poppy Biswas 5 Jet Lacquiere Matilda Lynn

U15 Boys U15 Girls U15 Boys U15 Girls

Luke Jamieson Jr Joey Scott 1 Henry Kross Tina Ma

Andreas Christou Ruby Foo 2 Flynn Bartlett Luka Cock

Alexander Marsh Holly Carver 3 Bryce Correa Lilly Wilson

Jacob Curry Kayla Clarke 4 Kaveen Kohombange Emilia Scott

Domenic Christou Amindi Elvadura 5 Oliver Dickens Madison Nargar

U17 Boys U17 Girls U17 Boys U17 Girls

Aiden Finlay-Mulligan Sydney Ennis 1 Darcy Hayes Amelie Guziak

Alvaro Blackall Jessica Jellis 2 Haider Naqvi Amelia Brigden

Eric Marsh Jasmin Legge 3 Jarrod Atkins Joanne Joseph

Waldo Vorster Laney Rawling 4 Jackson Wylie Sarbani Maitra

Jonathan Groenewald Evie Clark 5 Joshua Rahul Raj Grace Commons

U19 Boys U19 Girls U19 Boys U19 Girls

Daniel Marsh Hannah Slyth 1 William Slade Madison Lyon

Preston Munro Isla Harris 2 Josh Porter Courtney Scholtz

Finlay Galt Josie Jones 3 Thomas Scott Dakshyani Muniandy

Trigg Barrett-Lennard Ella Hann 4 Harry Burgess Hannah Slyth

Hamish Melvin 5 Connor Hayes Lijana Sultana

ACT NSW NT QLD SA TAS VIC WA
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NATIONALSTATE

as at 31 January 2024

MEN WOMEN MEN WOMEN

Mike Corren Erin Classen Matt Karwalski Jess Turnbull
Blue Gum Mirrabooka New South Wales Queensland

Oscar Curtis Zoe Petrovansky Rex Hedrick Colette Sultana
Mirrabooka Cambridge Victoria Queensland

Tim Cowell Sue Hillier Bradley Fullick Sarah Cardwell
Cambridge Vic Park New South Wales Queensland

David Ilich Pascale Louka Jacob Robinson Madison Lyon
Blue Gum Cambridge New South Wales Queensland

Remi Young Jo Hitch Bryan Lim Adele On Ying Fung
Mirrabooka Vic Park Queensland New South Wales

Jason Patmore Hannah Slyth Jean-Pierre Brits Erin Classen
Blue Gum Blue Gum Queensland Western Australia

Daniel Marsh Emily Savic Connor Hayes Karen Blom
Cambridge Marmion Victoria New South Wales

Dylan Tasker Clare Slyth Solayaman Nowrozi Sophie Fadaely
Vic Park Blue Gum Queensland Queensland

Aedan Martin Hayley Chiu David Turner Amelia Martin
Cambridge Cambridge Queensland Victoria

Francois Vorster Fiona Whooley Anthony Ricketts Zoe Petrovansky
Mandurah Mirrabooka Australian Capital Territory Western Australia

Oscar Curtis Mirrabooka Erin Classen Mirrabooka

Remi Young Mirrabooka Pascale Louka Cambridge

Daniel Marsh Cambridge Hannah Slyth Blue Gum

Aedan Martin Cambridge Isla Harris Moora

Eric Gray Hilton Michaela Pratt Blue Gum

Cooper Kennedy Broome Caitlin Pratt Narrogin

Preston Munro Dampier Josie Jones Blue Gum

Aiden Finlay-Mulligan Esperance Isabella van Emden Narrogin

Jackson Kiely Maddington-Gosnells Sydney Ennis Marmion

Dewald Vorster Mandurah Georgia Gould Cambridge

STATE U23 MEN STATE U23 WOMEN



Our Vital Partners ... Thank You

THE BACK WALL 25

Website: https://squashwa.asn.au/

Office: 144 Robinson Ave, Belmont WA 6061

General Manager: Leigh Kaye gm@squashwa.asn.au 0411 883 320

Engagement Officer: Serena Richardson engagement@squashwa.asn.au 0434 785 555

Admin Support: Roxy Edery adminsupport@squashwa.asn.au

Website: https://squashwa.asn.au/board/

President: Ryan Callegari ryan@hillzeez.com.au 0420 947 425

Vice President: Glenn Hitch

Treasurer:

Secretary: Katy Scott

Board Member: Neil Butler

Board Member: Michelle Classen

Board Member: Yvette Clement

Board Member: Michaela Pratt

Member: Glenn Bridgeman bridgy68@hotmail.com 0408 935 851

Member: Jeremy Church jeremy.church711@gmail.com 0429 968 934

Member: Jamie Herring hezza2707@gmail.com 0409 539 561

Member: Deb Hoffrichter debrocksteady@hotmail.com 0437 121 896

Member: Alyce Smith alycejsmith1@gmail.com 0448 771 153

Squash WA Administration

Squash WA Board

Country Steering Committee


